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Standards
Cancer = Molecules

Collaboration = Groups
Network Consulting Team

Recommendations
Oversight
This presentation focuses on four aspects of the NCT

Who We Are

Strengths of the EDRN

Why EDRN?

NCT Recommendations
The Network Consulting Group is diverse in geography and affiliation.
The Network Consulting Team process is formal and thorough.
The Network Consulting Group has consistently found major strengths in the EDRN.
The Network Consulting Group has consistently found major strengths in the EDRN.

- Discovery
- Reference Standards
- Validation!
- Application

Keep calm & follow the rules.
The Network Consulting Group has consistently found major strengths in the EDRN
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The Network Consulting Group has consistently found major strengths in the EDRN

- Collegiality
- Inclusivity
- Creativity and Flexibility
The Network Consulting Group has consistently found major strengths in the EDRN

- Collegiality
- Inclusivity

Creativity and Flexibility
Current Recommendations of the EDRN Consulting Group:

1. Integration of governmental agencies

Collegiality

Inclusivity
Current Recommendations of the EDRN Consulting Group:

2. Increased attention to imaging
Current Recommendations of the EDRN Consulting Group:
3. Furthered cooperation between organ site experts

Collegiality  Inclusivity
Conclusion: The Network Consulting Team finds that the EDRN is providing **unique** and **vital** services